**Saturday**

PANEL DISCUSSION

Emerging Research - Purpose and Relevance

The panel discussion will focus on the purpose, process, relevance, and impact of contemporary architectural research in Ireland. In this, we hope to reach beyond the specifics of individual research topics and to focus on issues shared by all engaged in research, be it scholarly or practice-based.

Prof. em. Tom Moylan | Ralahine Centre for Utopian Studies, University of Limerick
Chair

Michelle Fagan | RIAI President; FKL Architects
Presentation title - tbc

Grainne Hassett | Hassett Ducatez Architects; SAUL School of Architecture, University of Limerick
"Needs Work"

Emmett Scanlon | CAST architecture; School of Architecture, University College Dublin

Dr. Sarah A. Lappin | SPACE, Queen's University Belfast
Response

Prof. Hugh Campbell | School of Architecture, University College Dublin
Response

---

**Friday 25 January 2013**

Registration from 9.00

LCCA, Permanent Collection Room

Mechanics' Institute, Board Room

No. 1 Pery Square Hotel, Salon

PANEL DISCUSSION 9.30–11.00

Emerging Research - Purpose and Relevance

Tom Moylan – chair
Michelle Fagan,
Grainne Hassett, "Needs Work"
Sarah A. Lappin, response
Hugh Campbell, response

Tea Break 11.00–11.30

---

SUSTAINING URBANITY 11.30–1.30

Alan Mee – chair
Deirdre Greaney (Re)Calibrating Irish Urban Design against Non-Technological Sustainable Urban Design
Sophia Meeres “Urbs In Rure”? Interpreting a dense agricultural settlement in Turkey
Marian Dinneen, Kay Cullinan Limerick Smarter Travel
Phillip Crowe Urban Transformations: Municipalities and resilience thinking

Lunch 1.30–2.30

---

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION 2.30–4.30

Anna Ryan – chair
Shannon Chance Prompting Reflective Design Through Writing
Morgan Flynn Design Studio – A model for legitimate peripheral participation
Jason M. O'Shaughnessy Architecture + its performative other body(s): STUDIES IN THE FIELD
Saul Golden A Framework of Minds: Translating Existing Knowledge into Emerging Practice

UPGRADING PERFORMANCE 2.30–4.30

Meritt Bucholz – chair
Lloyd Scott, Cormac Flood Improving Standards: Exploring The Potential Of Thermal Upgrade Within Existing Residential Housing In Ireland
Marc O Rian, Adam de Eyto, Cian O'Driscoll The impact of product use within the context of low energy use buildings
Graham Petrie PERFORMANCE

TAKING RESPONSIBILITY 2.30–4.30

Sarah A. Lappin – chair
Maria Donoghue Can responsible spatial planning shape good cities and citizens?
Declan Hill Internationale Bauaustellung Belfast
Fintan Duffy The problem of ‘ghost’ or unfinished housing estates – Architecture restoring community as a means of reclaiming society
Aisling Shannon The Ethical Engagement of Architects within Contested Contexts

---

Limerick City Gallery of Art

NON-NORMATIVE FORMS OF (RESEARCH)
PRACTICE 2.30–4.30
Ruth Morrow and Bláthín Quinn chair
A discursive session on (slightly) disruptive ways of practice
with contributions by
Bláthín Quinn
Ruth Morrow
Robert Bourke
Marta Fernandez Calvo
Adrian Duncan
Tara Kennedy
Jo Anne Butler
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